Immerse yourself in the safety, integrity, inclusivity, and excellence of UCR’s on-campus housing. You’ll be in the center of the action with friends next door, plenty of recreational activities, and academic resources to maximize your success!

WELCOME HOME TO UCR

FIRST PUBLIC UNIVERSITY TO OFFER A GENDER-INCLUSIVE HOUSING OPTION TO ALL STUDENTS.

HIGHER GRADE POINT AVERAGE (GPA)
LIVING ON CAMPUS INCREASES YOUR CHANCES OF ACHIEVING A HIGHER GPA AND GRADUATING.

FOR “PLACE” ON AMERICA’S 100 BEST CITIES (2022)
RANKINGS BASED ON THE PERCEIVED QUALITY OF RIVERSIDE’S NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT, INCLUDING WEATHER, SAFETY, NEIGHBORHOODS AND LANDMARKS, AND OUTDOORS.

EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, SOCIAL, AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES EACH YEAR.

IN THE TOP 8%
RIVERSIDE IS AMONG THE MOST DIVERSE PLACES TO LIVE IN AMERICA.
(NICHE.COM, 2022)

BE A REAL LOCAL ON CAMPUS

Meet new friends at theme dinners, socials, cooking classes, financial workshops, and more!

• Tutoring
• Study Buddies
• Gaming Lounges

TOP 50
IN THE NATION FOR ITS SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES.
(THE PRINCETON REVIEW 2021 TOP 50 GREEN COLLEGES)

SUSTAINABLE LIVING
• Reduced water usage – We save 270,000 gallons of water each year!
• Trayless dining and proper meal portions
• Hydration stations for reusable water bottles
• ENERGY STAR Appliances
• And more!

800+ HOUSING AND DINING STUDENT JOBS

24/7 ASSISTANCE FROM RESIDENTIAL LIFE STAFF

CAMPUS HOUSING IS IN HIGH DEMAND

If you’re admitted to UCR, submit your Statement of Intent to Register (SIR) as soon as possible and apply for housing early.
RESIDENCE HALLS

CONNECT TO THE PULSE OF CAMPUS LIFE AND A COMMUNITY OF 4,000+ UCR STUDENTS.

FOR SINGLE STUDENTS OF ALL CLASS LEVELS

CAMPUS APARTMENTS

GET INDEPENDENCE AND PRIVACY IN OUR AFFORDABLE AND CONVENIENT CAMPUS APARTMENTS.

OFFERS ECONOMICAL SUITES, STUDIOS, AND TRADITIONAL 1-, 2-, AND 4-BEDROOM APARTMENTS.

FOR STUDENTS IN THEIR SECOND YEAR OR BEYOND

LIVING-LEARNING COMMUNITIES (LLCs)

LIVE WITH OTHERS WHO SHARE YOUR INTERESTS OR IDENTITIES. LLCs ARE LOCATED IN RESIDENCE HALLS.

(Except: Honors for Continuing Students)

CHASS (HUMANITIES)
ENGINuity (ENGINEERING)
HONORS FOR FIRST YEARS
HONORS FOR CONTINUING STUDENTS
MARKAZ (MIDDLE EASTERN)
MUNDO
PATH (PAN-AFRICAN)
PATHWAYS (TRANSFERS)
PRE-BUSINESS
SIMS (MATH/SCIENCE)
STONEWALL (ALL GENDER IDENTITIES)
STRIDE 2 SUCCESS (SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS)

FAMILY HOUSING

BALANCE FAMILY AND EDUCATION IN ONE- OR TWO-BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES.

LOCATED NEXT TO CAMPUS AND NEAR THE UCR EARLY CHILDHOOD SERVICES (ECS.UCR.EDU) AND LOCAL SCHOOLS.

FOR STUDENTS WITH FAMILIES OF THEIR OWN

DINING

ENJOY DELICIOUS, NUTRITIOUS, AND SUSTAINABLE CUISINE AT RESIDENTIAL RESTAURANTS, CAMPUS DINING VENUES, CONVENIENCE STORES, GRILLS, AND FOOD TRUCKS. DINING.UCR.EDU

SAFETY

UCR PARTNERS WITH UCR POLICE & CAMPUS SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY, AND THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE TO PROVIDE A MORE SAFE ENVIRONMENT.

POLICE.UCR.EDU

RESIDENTIAL LIFE

DO WHAT YOU LOVE OR DISCOVER SOMETHING NEW WITH A WIDE RANGE OF PROGRAMS. EXPLORE ACADEMIC AND CAREER SUCCESS, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND MORE.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP

DATES AND DEADLINES

housing.ucr.edu/get-housing/important-dates-deadlines

COST

housing.ucr.edu/get-housing/rates-billing

TOUR

tours.invisionstudio.com/103925

admissions.ucr.edu

Undergraduate Admissions
900 University Ave. • 3106 Student Services Building • Riverside, CA 92521 USA • (951) 827-3411 • admissions@ucr.edu

This information is accurate and reliable at the time of publication but may change without notice. Please contact Undergraduate Admissions for the most up-to-date information. (10/22)

As part of UC Riverside’s federal reporting requirements under the Clery Act, you can access our Annual Security and Fire Safety Report at go.ucr.edu/CleryAct. A full list of Consumer and Safety Information Disclosures is also available at go.ucr.edu/ConsumerSafety.